The notion of program transformation is ubiquitous in programming language studies on interpreters, compilers, partial evaluators, etc. In order to implement a program transformation, we need to choose a representation in the meta language, that is, the programming language in which we construct programs, for representing object programs, that is, the programs in the object language on which the program transformation is to be performed. In practice, most representations chosen for typed object programs are typeless in the sense that the type of an object program cannot be reflected in the type of its representation. This is unsatisfactory as such typeless representations make it impossible to capture in the type system of the meta language various invariants in a program transformation that are related to the types of object programs. In this paper, we propose an approach to implementing program transformations that makes use of a first-order typeful program representation formed in Dependent ML (DML), where the type of an object program as well as the types of the free variables in the object program can be reflected in the type of the representation of the object program. We introduce some programming techniques needed to handle this typeful program representation, and then present an implementation of a CPS transform function where the relation between the type of an object program and that of its CPS transform is captured in the type system of DML. In a broader context, we claim to have taken a solid step along the line of research on constructing certifying compilers.
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INTRODUCTION
The notion of program transformation is frequently encountered in various programming language studies on interpreters, compilers, partial evaluators, etc. When implementing a program transformation in a meta language that acts on programs in an object language, we immediately face the question as to what representation needs to be chosen in the meta language for representing object programs. In the case where the meta language is a functional programming language such as Standard ML (SML) [10] or Haskell [14] , we often choose to declare a datatype for representing object programs. For instance, we may declare the following datatype EXP in SML for representing pure simply typed λ-expressions.
datatype EXP =
EXPvar of string | EXPlam of string * EXP | EXPapp of EXP * EXP fun subst0 x sub e = case e of Var x' => if x = x' then sub else e | Lam (x, e') => if x = x' then e else Lam (x', subst0 x sub e') | App (e1, e2) => App (subst0 x sub e1, subst0 x sub e2) withtype string -> EXP -> EXP -> EXP Figure 1 : A typeless implementation of a substitution function free variables. These problems arise when we try to implement a function subst0 whose intended use is to substitute a closed simply typed λ-expression M0 for a given variable x in another simply typed λ-expression M , where the type of M0 is required to be the same as the type assigned to x. In Figure 1 , we give a possible implementation of subst0 in SML. The withtype clause is a slight addition to the syntax of SML, which we use to supply a type annotation. For instance, the type annotation in Figure 1 indicates that the function subst0 is assigned the type string → EXP → EXP → EXP. Obviously, when subst0(x)(e0)(e) is called, we can enforce neither the requirement that e0 represent a closed expression nor the one that the type of the expression represented by e0 be the same as the type assigned to the variable represented by x. Certainly, we can insert some checks to enforce these requirements at run-time, but this solution is unsatisfactory as such checks, which may cause potential efficiency concerns, can offer no assistance in capturing program errors at compiletime.
In this paper, we propose an approach to implementing program transformations that makes use of a first-order typeful program representation in which program variables are replaced with deBruijn indexes [6] . With this approach, we can encode the type of an object program as well as the types of the free variables in the object program into the type of the representation of the object program. As a result, we can expect to assign more informative types to functions that transform programs, thus capturing more invariants in program transformations. We first form a datatype in Dependent ML (DML) for representing simply typed λ-expressions in a typeful manner. We specifically choose firstorder abstract syntax (f.o.a.s.) over higher-order abstract syntax (h.o.a.s.) [15] as program transformations may often need to be performed on open programs, that is, programs containing free variables, and we are currently unclear about how to make h.o.a.s. interact with free program variables in a satisfactory manner. We also develop some programming techniques to facilitate the implementation of program transformations, which constitute the main contribution of the paper. In particular, we present a typeful implementation of a CPS transform function, where the type assigned to the implementation captures the relation between the type of an object program and that of its transform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first form a first-order typeful program representation in Section 2 for the simply typed λ-calculus, where variables in λ-expressions are replaced with deBruijn indexes. We then show in Section 3 how substitution can be implemented with this program representation. In Section 4, we present a typeful implementation of a CPS transform functionà la Plotkin, where we assume the existence of some primitive recursive functions on type indexes, and then eliminate the need for such functions in Section 5, making the implementation of the CPS transform typable in DML(L alg ) for some type index language L alg consisting of sorted algebraic terms. Lastly, we mention some related work and conclude.
A FIRST-ORDER TYPEFUL PROGRAM REPRESENTATION
In this section, we introduce a first-order typeful program representation for simply typed λ-expressions. The syntax for the simple typed λ-calculus (with Curry typing) can be readily given as follows, where we use x for variables and b for some base types.
We require that a variable be declared at most once in a given context Γ and use dom(Γ) for the set of variables declared in Γ. As usual, we have the following typing rules for the simply typed λ-calculus, where we write Γ(x) = τ to mean that the variable x is assigned the type τ in the context Γ.
Instead of representing λ-expressions directly, which contain no typing information, we are to represent typing derivations of λ-expressions. For this purpose, we introduce a judgment Γ 0 x : τ to mean that x is declared to be of the type τ in the context Γ. The rules for deriving such a judgment is given as follows.
Γ, x : τ 0 x : τ (ty-var-one)
We can now change the rule (ty-var) into the following one:
In the rest of the paper, we assume that int is the only base type we have. The assumption is solely for simplifying the presentation, and it is straightforward to handle additional base types. In Dependent ML [21, 19] , a language schema is presented for extending ML with a restricted form of dependent types where type index expressions are required to be drawn from a given constraint domain or a type index language as we now call it. We use DML(L) for such an extension, where L denotes the given type index language. In the rest of the paper, we use L alg for a type index language consisting of sorted algebraic terms. In particular, we assume the following sorts ty and env are declared in L alg . The concrete syntax simply indicates that
• → and :: are infix operators with right associativity, and
for some type indexes i1 and i2 of sort ty, and
for some type indexes i1 and i2 of sorts ty and env, respectively.
Intuitively, we use type indexes of sorts ty and env to represent types and contexts, respectively, in the simply typed λ-calculus. For instance, int :: (int → int) :: nil represents a context in which the first and the second variables are assigned the type int and int → int, respectively. In general, given a context Γ = ∅, x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn, we use tn :: . . . :: t1 :: nil to represent Γ, assuming ti represents τi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We are now ready to declare in Figure 2 two dependent datatypes for representing typing derivations of simply typed λ-expressions. The keyword datatype is used to declare dependent datatypes. The type constructor VAR takes a type index G of sort env and a type index t of sort ty to form a type VAR(G, t) for values representing typing derivations of Γ 0 x : τ , where we assume G and t represent Γ and τ , respectively. The two value constructors VARone and VARshi associated with VAR are assigned the following two types, respectively:
Note that VARone and VARshi correspond to the typing rules (ty-var-one) and (ty-var-shi), respectively. Essentially, we use VARone and VARshi to form deBruijn indexes for variables: VARone stands for the deBruijn index 1, referring to the first variable in a context, and VARshi stands for the shift operator that increases a given deBruijn index by 1. For example, VARshi(VARshi(VARone)) represents the deBruijn index 3, referring to the third variable in a context.
Like VAR, the type constructor EXP also takes a type index G of sort env and a type index t of sort ty to form a type EXP(G, t) for values representing typing derivations of Γ M : τ , where we assume G and t represent Γ and τ , respectively. There are three value constructors associated with EXP, which are assigned the following types respectively.
The value constructors EXPvar, EXPlam and EXPapp correspond to the typing rules (ty-var), (ty-lam), and (ty-app), respectively. For instance, the expression:
can be represented as follows,
where the value is assigned the following type:
In contrast to the typeless representation mentioned in Section 1, we have now formed a typeful representation for simply typed λ-expressions as the type of a simply typed λ-expression can be reflected in the type of its representation. We next develop some techniques for implementing program transformations with this typeful representation.
IMPLEMENTING SUBSTITUTION
Substitution plays a key rôle in implementing program transformations. In this section, we present a typeful implementation of substitution for simply typed λ-calculus, setting up the machinery for further development.
We first declare a type definition as follows to facilitate presentation.
typedef SUB (G1:env, G2:env) = {t:ty} VAR(G1,t) -> EXP(G2,t)
With this declaration, we can write SUB(G1, G2) to represent the type Πt : ty.VAR(G1, t) → EXP(G2, t), where G1 and G2 are type indexes of sort env. For instance, the functions idSub and shiSub defined below correspond the standard substitutions id and ↑ as are described in [1] , respectively,
and they can be assigned the following types:
respectively. We implement two functions subst and subLam mutually recursively in Figure 3 . To provide some explanation for these functions, we briefly turn to substitution for untyped λ-expressions in deBruijn's notation [6] , whose syntax is given as follows. 1 We have omitted explicit applications to type indexes. fun subComp sub1 sub2 = fn x => subst sub2 (sub1 x) withtype {G1:env,G2:env,G3:env}.
SUB(G1,G2) -> SUB(G2,G3) -> SUB(G1,G3)

Figure 4: Two functions on substitutions
For instance, the deBruijn's notation for the λ-expression λx.λy.y(x) is λ.λ.1 (2) . We use σ for a substitution, which is a function that maps indexes n to expressions N . We use ↑ for the substitution that maps each index n to the index n + 1. Given a substitution σ and an expression N , we write N [σ] for the result of applying the substitution σ to N , which is defined as follows,
where σ• ↑, the composition of the substitutions σ and ↑, yields the substitution σ such that σ (n) = σ(n) [↑] .
For the functions subst and subLam in Figure 3 , we have that subst(sub)(e) and subLam(sub) correspond to N [σ] and 1 · (σ • ↑), respectively, where we assume sub and e represent the substitution σ and the expression N , respectively. The operator · for prepending a term to a substitution and the operator • for composing two substitutions, which are standard in the study on explicit substitutions [1] , can be implemented as the functions subPre and subComp, respectively, in Figure 4 . Note that • is associative.
As an interesting example, we implement a function hnf in Figure 5 to compute head normal form for the simply typed λ-expressions. The following type is assigned to the function hnf, 
ΠG : env.Πt : ty.EXP(G, t) → EXP(G,
t) fun hnf e = case e of EXPvar _ => e | EXPlam e => EXPlam
IMPLEMENTING CPS TRANSFORMA-TION
In this section, we present a typeful implementation of CPS transformation for a source object language that extends the simply typed λ-calculus with two control constructs callcc and throw. We first extend the syntax of the simply typed λ-calculus as follows,
where cont(τ ) is the type for continuations that only take values of type τ , and ⊥ is the empty type that contains no closed values. In addition, we introduce the following typing rules for handling callcc and throw.
We now need to extend the definition of the sort ty to accommodate the type constructor cont and the type ⊥.
sort ty = ... | cont of ty | bot
We also associate more value constructors with the type constructor EXP:
datatype EXP (env, ty) = ... | {G:env,t:ty}. EXPcal (G, t) of EXP (G, cont(t) -> t) | {G:env,t1:ty,t2:ty}.
EXPthr (G, t2) of EXP (G, cont(t1)) * EXP (G, t1)
The value constructors EXPcal and EXPthr correspond to the typing rules (ty-callcc) and (ty-throw), respectively. We define some transform functions in Figure 6 . The functions T1(·) and T2(·) are defined mutually inductively on the structure of types, while the functions cps(·) and cpsw(·, ·) are defined mutually inductively on the structure on λ-expressions. Note that cps(·) is a CPS transform functionà la Plotkin [16] . We have omitted some obvious restrictions on the bound variables occurring on the right-hand side of some of the equations in the definition of cps and cpsw. For instance, the variable x in the following equation needs to have no free occurrences in M : cpsw(x, M2) , M1)
Figure 6: A CPS Transform
We have the following theorem that relates the typing derivation of an expression in the source object language to the typing derivation of its CPS transform in the target object language [9, 7] .
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Γ M : τ is derivable and Γ is a context such that Γ (x) = T2(Γ(x)) for each x ∈ dom(Γ) ⊆ dom(Γ ). Then we have that 1. Γ cps(M ) : T1(τ ) is derivable, and
Proof. We can prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by structural induction on the typing derivation of Γ M : τ .
We are to present an implementation of the CPS transform cps in DML(L alg ) such that the type assigned to the implementation captures Theorem 4.1.
It may be surprising that the most difficult question we face is to implement the the following equation in the definition of cpsw:
With a careful inspection of the equation, we observe that the variable x in the left-hand side of the equation is distinct from the one in the right-hand side: the former is in a source object program while the latter is in a target object program, and the types assigned to them are also different. In a setting where named variables are used, these two x's are implicitly related through their common name. How do we then relate two variables represented as deBruijn indexes? To address this issue, we introduce a concept called variable mapping, which is closely related to the notion of substitution. We declare a type definition VM as follows, where the function T2 is defined in Figure 6 through primitive recursion on the structure of type indexes of sort ty.
typedef VM (G1:env, G2:env) = {t:ty}. VAR (G1, t) -> VAR (G2, T2(t))
Unfortunately, there is a serious problem with this type definition as we currently do not allow primitive recursion in the type index language L alg .
2 Therefore, the code in the rest of this section cannot be handled in DML(L alg ). However, we will present a method in the next section to eliminate the need for T2, making the code typable in DML(L alg ).
We use vm for a variable mapping, which is simply a function of type VM(G1, G2) for some type indexes G1 and G2 of sort env. We implement some functions as follows for manipulating variable mappings. We declare a datatype EXP as follows for representing expressions in the target object language of the CPS transformation, which is just the simply typed λ-calculus. So EXP is the same as EXP before EXP is extended, and the functions defined in Section 3 can simply be carried over. EXPapp' (G, t2) of EXP' (G, t1 -> t2) * EXP' (G, t1)
We now implement the functions cpsw and cps in Figure 7 . The function expShi is needed to increase the deBruijn index of each free variable in a given expression by 1. To provide some explanation for the implementation cps and cpsw, we again turn to untyped λ-calculus in deBruijn's notation. We use ν for a variable mapping, which maps deBruijn indexes to deBruijn indexes. We can now define cps and cpsw in Figure 8 for λ-expressions in deBruijn's notation. This time, cps and cpsw take a variable mapping ν as an extra argument that is needed to relate deBruijn indexes in the source object program to those in the target object program, and it is straightforward to observe a direct correspondence between the implementation of cps and cpsw in Figure 7 and their definition in Figure 8 .
ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR FUNC-TIONS ON TYPE INDEXES
As mentioned earlier, T1 and T2, which are primitive recursive functions on type indexes, are not available in the type index language L alg , for otherwise it is in general undecidable to determine whether two given type indexes are equal. In this section, we show how the need for T1 and T2 can be eliminated, making the implementation of a CPS transform in the previous section typable in DML(L alg ).
We declare two dependent datatypes RT1 and RT2 in Figure 9 . If there is a closed value of type RT1(t, t ), then t = T1(t). Similarly, if there is a closed value of type RT2(t, t ), then t = T2(t). We may use the name proof term to refer to a value of type RT1(t, t ) or RT2(t, t ) for some type indexes t and t . We now change the type definition VM to the following one, val EXPone' = EXPvar' (VARone) withtype {G:env,t:ty}. EXP' (t :: G, t) val EXPtwo' = EXPvar' (VARshi VARone) withtype {G:env,t1:ty,t2:ty}. EXP' (t1 :: t2 :: G, t2)
fun expShi e = subst shiSub e withtype {G:env,t1:ty,t2:ty} EXP'(G, t1) -> EXP'(t2::G,t1)
fun cps vm e = EXPlam' (cpsw (vmShi vm) EXPone' e) withtype {G1:env,G2:env,t:ty}
and cpsw vm k e = case e of and RT2 (ty, ty) = | RT2int (int, int) | {t1:ty,t2:ty,t1':ty,t2':ty}. RT2fun (t1 -> t2, t1' -> t2') of RT2(t1, t1') * RT1 (t2, t2') | {t:ty,t':ty}.
RT2cont(cont(t), t' -> bot) of RT2 (t, t') | RT2bot (bot, bot) 
t':ty} RT2(t,t') -> VAR(G,t) -> VAR(G',t')
and also modify the previous functions vmShi and vmLam as follows. There is a subtle point in the implementation of vmLam.
In the body of the function vmLam, the syntax pf 0 = pf VARone indicates that VARone can be returned only if pf 0 = pf evaluates to the boolean value true, and a run-time exception is raised otherwise. To see the reason for such a run-time check, which bears some similarity to typed dynamic typing as is proposed in [4] , we give some informal explanation on how vmLam is type-checked. Assume pf 0 and vm are assigned the types RT2(t1, t2) and VM(G1, G2), respectively, where t1 and t2 are type index variables of sort ty and G1 and G2 are type index variables of sort env. We need to show the the body of vmLam can be assigned the type VM(t1 :: G1, t2 :: G2), which expands , t2) , the type of pf 0 , and RT2(t, t ), the type of pf are the same when assigning VARone the type VAR(t2 :: G2, t ); this succeeds as t2 = t can be inferred from the assumption RT2(t1, t2) = RT(t, t ).
In Figure 10 , we declare a dependent datatype TY for representing the types in the source and target object languages, and also modify the previously declared dependent datatype EXP for representing expressions in the source object language. The need for this modification can be clearly understood in the implementation of cps and cpsw in the Figure 11 , where the functions rt1OfTy and rt2OfTy are assigned the following types: rt1OfTy : Πt : sty.TY(t) → Σt : ty.RT1(t, t ) rt2OfTy : Πt : sty.TY(t) → Σt : ty.RT2 (t, t ) indicating that rt1OfTy (rt2OfTy) returns a proof term of type RT1(t, t ) (RT2(t, t )) for some type index t when applied to a value of type TY(t). The entire program in Figure 11 can be readily verified in a prototype implementation of DML [20] .
RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an approach of implementing program transformations that makes use of a first-order typeful program representation formed in DML, where the type of an object program as well as the types of the free variables in the object program can be reflected in the type of the representation of the object program. We also develop some programming techniques to facilitate the use of this typeful representation in implementing program transformations.
The idea of employing dependent types in forming typeful program representation is not new. For instance, with Elf [17] , a theorem prover/logic programming language based on the type theory underlying LF [8] , we can readily form a typeful representation for the simply typed λ-calculus or even the second-order polymorphic λ-calculus and then establish properties such as type preservation. Also, one can find in [3] a typeful program representation used in implementing an interpreter in Cayenne [2] , a functional programming language based on Haskell that supports a dependent type system, where the type assigned to (the implementation of) the interpreter guarantees it preserves types. However, none of these techniques support, in a function programming language (not a theorem prover), typeful program representation for potentially open programs, that is, programs containing free variables. In [13] , a system λ H is proposed, with which a typeful program representation can be formed to implement a tagless interpreter for simply typed λ-calculus. However, given the complexity involved in λ H , it needs to be further investigated as to whether λ H or a type system similar to it can be effectively used in practical programming.
In [5] , an approach to constructing a higher-order typeful program representation is presented that makes use of the notion of phantom types available in Haskell. With this approach, it is shown that an implementation of the normalizing function for the simply typed λ-calculus preserves types and always yields βη-long normal form. However, the use of this approach in implementing program transformations is greatly limited as it does not allow the representation of a program to be used as a function argument.
In contrast to the program representation we use in this paper, where program variables are replaced with deBruijn indexes, a higher-order program representation is presented in [12] to support meta-programming, where a notion of names is introduced for handling free program variables. It is yet to see whether this representation also allows a CPS transform to be implemented in a typeful manner.
The way we implement substitutions in this paper is of great similarity to the way in which substitutions are handled in λσ-calculus [1] . Both employ deBruijn indexes to obviate the need for explicit names, and the several functions on substitutions that we implement can readily find correspondence in λσ. For instance, subPre and subComp directly corresponds the operators · and • in λσ, respectively. At this moment, we are looking into the possibility of a typeful implementation of explicit substitutions.
In summary, we have presented an approach to implementing program transformations that makes use of a firstorder typeful program representation formed in Dependent ML (DML). We have both developed some techniques for programming with such a program representation and then implemented a CPS transform for the simply typed λ-calculus extended with callcc and throw such that the type assigned to the implementation can capture the relation between the type of an expression and that of its CPS transform.
When constructing a compiler for a typed functional programming language, we may need to apply CPS transformation and/or closure conversion. As is argued in [18, 11] , there are some significant benefits when the compiler makes Then it is necessary to verify individually whether a program in the intermediate language is well-typed after it is generated by a CPS transform function. With a typeful representation, it becomes possible to implement a typeful CPS transform function such that its type can guarantee that every program it generates is well-typed. Along the line of research on typeful program transformations, we plan to handle more program language features (e.g., polymorphism and pattern matching) and more program transformations (e.g., closure conversion) in future, facilitating the use of typeful program representation in constructing compilers for typed programming languages.
